2015-06 Open Repositories
Presentation Schedule

The following Fedora-related presentations and events will be taking place at Open Repositories 2015 in Indianapolis, IN.

Monday, June 8 (Workshops)
- Fedora 4 Workshop
- Fedora Committers Meeting
- Islandora for Repository Developers
- Islandora for Repository Administrators
- A Hands-on Introduction to GeoBlacklight

Tuesday, June 9
- P1A: Fedora4: The Open Linked Data Platform  Andrew Woods, Rob Sanderson
- P1A: Why FRBRoo and CIDOC CRM are great for expressing (Linked, Open) Ethnographic Research Data  Rosemary Le Faive
- P1B: A basic tool for migrating to Fedora 4  Mike Durbin
- P1C: Virtual Local Repositories  Steven Anderson, Eben English
- P1D: Microservices with Docker and Go  Richard Wincewicz
- P2A: So we all have ORCID integrations, now what?  Nick Johnson, Hardy Pottinger, Ryan Scherle, Peter West, Bram Luynen
- P2C: Hacking the Community: A Model for Open Source Engagement  David Wilcox, Nick Rue\textsuperscript{t}, Tom Cramer
- P3A: From archives to repository: an archival collection management system and repository integration case study  Erin Faulder
- P3A: 77 Lines of XSLT and a Roll of Duct Tape: ArchivesSpace as Metadata Hub in a Multi-Repository Environment  Kevin Clair
- P3B: A basic tool for migrating to Fedora 4  Mike Durbin
- P3C: Virtual Local Repositories  Steven Anderson, Eben English
- P3D: Microservices with Docker and Go  Richard Wincewicz
- P4A: Revisiting Self-Deposit of Scientific Data  Darren Hardy
- P4A: Islandora as an access system for iRODS managed information packages  Kilian Amrhein, Marco Klindt
- P4B: Avalon Media System: Community Implementation and Sustainability  Jon W. Dunn, Mike Durbin, Hannah Frost, Debs Cane, Julie Rudder
- P4C: Evaluating the Suitability and Sustainability of “Local Dropbox” Solutions to Complement a Research Data Repository  Alex Garnett, Carla Graeber
- P4D: Publishing Datasets from an Open Access Repository As Linked Data  Hui Zhang

Wednesday, June 10
- P5A: Revisiting Self-Deposit of Scientific Data  Darren Hardy
- P5A: Islandora as an access system for iRODS managed information packages  Kilian Amrhein, Marco Klindt
- P5B: Avalon Media System: Community Implementation and Sustainability  Jon W. Dunn, Mike Durbin, Hannah Frost, Debs Cane, Julie Rudder
- P5C: Archivematica Integration: Handshaking towards comprehensive digital preservation workflows  Courtney Mumma
- P5D: Publishing Datasets from an Open Access Repository As Linked Data  Hui Zhang

Thursday, June 11
- DuraSpace Plenary  Debra Kurtz
- FED1: Fedora 4 Update  David Wilcox
- FED1: Fedora Technical Working Group - Assessment of Fedora 4  Esme Cowles, Zhivu Xie, Andrew Woods
- FED1: Upgrading? Migrating? There’s a portmanteau for that!  David Wilcox, Michael Friscia, Nick Rue\textsuperscript{t}, Adam Wead
- FED2: Finding Your Inner Metadata  Aaron Coburn
- FED2: A Fedora 4 Repository from the Ground Up at the University of Maryland  Joshua A. Westgard
- FED2: Islandora and Fedora 4: The Atonement.  Nick Rue\textsuperscript{t}, Daniel Lamb, Melissa Anez
- FED3A: Islandora Foundation and the Terrific Twos: An Islandora Community Update  Melissa Anez
- FED3A: The Learning in Neural Circuits Research Environment: Managing Living Specimens and Laboratory Data in Islandora  Lingling Jiang, Kim Pham, Kirsta Stapelfeldt, Edward Garrett
- FED3A: The Learning in Neural Circuits Research Environment: Managing Living Specimens and Laboratory Data in Islandora Lingling Jiang, Kim Pham, Kirsta Stapelfeldt, Edward Garrett
- FED3B: Digital Preservation of the NLM Digital Collections  Doron Shalvi, John Doyle, John Rees, Ben Petersen, Felix Kong
- FED3B: Learning to use Fedora 4 as a BIBFRAME Linked Data Platform  Jeremy Nelson
- FED3B: Making the SHiFt: Using Sufia with Hydra/Fedora for collection management and access  James Halliday, Juliet L. Hardesty
- FED3B: Avalon at the Crossroads: Metadata Strategies for Time-based Media Blues  Juliet L. Hardesty

Posters
- Leveraging Repository Communities to Highlight Scholarly Content  Sarah Jean Sweeney
- Not Entirely Unlike - CRIS Integration With Fedora  Graham Triggs
- Media Preservation and Access with HydraDAM2 and Fedora 4  Karen Cariani, Jon W. Dunn
- Dash: Exploiting Hydra/Blacklight for Repository-Agnostic Data Curation  Stephen Abrams, Shirin Faenza, Marisa Strong, Bhavitavya Vedula
• System Integration between Sakai and Fedora 4  Osman Din
• Achieving Ambitious Agendas with Limited Means at the University of Cincinnati  Linda D. Newman, Ted Baldwin, Eira Tansey
• Hydra North: Moving forward with 10 years of repository history Babysteps to a solid centralized Digital Asset Management System  Weiwei Shi
• There is Life After Grant Funding: How Islandora Struck Out On Its Own  Melissa Anez